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THE GOSPEL, THE POWER OF GOD.
What shall the dying sinner do,
That seeks relief from all his woe ?
Where shall the guilty conscience find
Ease for the torment of the mind?
How shall we get our crimes forgiven,
Or form our natures fit for heaven?
Can souls, all o'er denied with sin
Make their own powers and passions clean ?
In vain we search, in vain we try,
Till Jesus brings His Gospel nigh;
'Tis there such power and glory dwell,
As saves rebellious souls from hell.
This is the pillar of our hope,
That bears our fainting spirits up;
We read the grace, we trust the Word,
And find salvation in the Lord.
—Isaac Watts.
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EVANGELICAL

"HE WENT DOWN . . . AND WAS
SUBJECT UNTO THEM."
Luke 2:51.
These are days of self-assertion.
Socialism has its echo, and a loud
echo, even in the home. Satan, at the
outset, sought to alter the right relationship of Eve and Adam. The
language is strikingly changed from
"a help meet for him" (Gen. 2:18) to
"her husband with her" (Gen. 3:6).
And the same tendency is found when
children behave themselves proudly
(Isa. 3:5.) It seems evident that God
permits this, in reproof (Isa. 3:4.)
But many are not exercised regarding
the state of affairs. A large number
of parents seem willing to shirk responsibilities. This is not strange in
the world, but believers need to be
encouraged to faithfulness. Their
duties- are not easy, but they are a
great privilege. "My son, hear the instruction of thy father, and forsake
not the law of thy mother" (Prov.
1:8.) The authoritative, yet gracious,
tone of the Book of Proverbs is helpful. Children of God must not be
afraid that their children will be offended. "Fear" is often a peril. God's
fatherly love to us is to guide in dealing with others. There is no assertiveness in a parent's quiet dignity.
It is quite the opposite of "I will be
obeyed," "If you do that, I will"—
with all manner of added threats, not
intended, and never fulfilled. Untruthfulness in the exercise of authority
is a fundamental failure—and a sin.
The Lord Jesus, Who took upon
Hinlself the form of a Servant, is the
Example of His blood-bought people
in the home: "Subjection," which suggests "arrangement under" — the
"Submission-word" of other Scriptures as to the home—is the word
used of Him. He saw no disgrace in
this. Love loves to be truthful in the
appointed sphere, even though the
sphere is voluntarily chosen. "He was
subject unto them." Surely Christian
"children must feel the force of these
words,—and Christian parents must
see what they are to expect. "Expect"
is a great word, but a precious one:
expectation is a true help. The context enforces the lesson. Had He
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not just proved His wondrous knowledge ? Aye, and the words had sounded forth, "Wist ye not that I must be
about My Father's business?" Yet He
did not hurry forward. The greater
part of His brief earthly life was in
the background. Was this a mistake ?
There are no mistakes with Him.
Luke 3:23 is amazing, for He needed
no delay as we need. And Mark 6:3,
seems to fill up the gaps. Could not
others have made "merely earthly
things" seemingly just as well? Yet
He spent more years thereon than in
preaching.. How instructive to the
young believer who would give up a
situation, without a clear warrant
from God, and devote his "time wholly to the Lord's work,"—oftentimes
only to be held back from going forward by the rules of a society. The
Lord can enable His people, in such a
dilemma, to risk pennilessness, and
to step forth, but it is better not to
run into unappointed chains. How
precious is the witness of godliness
in the workshop, and unpaid witness
for the Lord in the evening—and not
only on a platform even then. Spirituality is in myriads of little things
and the blood of Christ has purchased
the whole life.
But to return. "He was subject
unto them." The principle is important. If they had understood all, we
should find the passage simple. But
they understood not (50), albeit Mary
"kept all these sayings in her heart"
(51). He was subject. We must not
use one part of God's will against another. A believing child does not
cease thereby to own his parents. Salvation does not make a debtor free to
omit material payment. The imperfection of government does not give
believers license for insubordination.
The Lord Jesus would not have done
evil, if unwisely commanded. Nor
can a Christian obey if told to worship
an idol. But there can be no resentment, nor rising up, nor lack of submission. The government remains
the government which he honours, as
such, even the day after it issues "a
wrong statute, and the moment after
it condemns him for his conscientious
disobedience. There can be no godly
resistance. A keen sense of God's
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providential arrangements is important. And He appoints the home into
which we are born.
The human heart often chafes
against seeming hindrance. But the
Lord Jesus knew nothing of this rejection of home authority. "He was
subject unto them," and the plural
implies the importance of guardianship, as well, for Joseph occupied this
position. How often a believer has
fretted because circumstances of responsibility have kept him, or her,
back from a seemingly larger sphere.
The Holy Spirit answers this fretfulness.
Another thought is linked. In how
many homes there is an unrest. Children need to be told repeatedly what
they are not to do, and so forth. The
Lord Jesus was a Contrast. Is it not.
probable that if parents, from earliest
childhood, emphasized this verse,
there would be certain encouragements? The restful agreement which
God reveals in a godly home is much
needed.
So our hearts are led forward to see
the unity which pleases Him. And
there is a certain parallel in every
form of Christian relationship. In
business and assembly alike the believer is to honour God's arrangements, and to show a beautifully unassertive character. The Holy Spirit
never leads to lack of humility. May
our hearts be helped by this encouragement.—Selected.
The many relatives and friends of Rev.
I. O. Lehman will be interested to learn that
he, accompanied by his wife and two sons,
sailed from New York, October 9 on the R.
M. S. Majestic returning to their field of
missionary labor in Africa. Their oldest
son Rev. Ernest H. Lehman expects to spend
some time in Lisbon, Portugal, acquiring
the language in preparation for aggressive
mission work in Portuguese E. Africa.
They request an earnest interest in our
prayers in their behalf as they return to
their field of labor.

"Keep your fears to yourself; but
share your courage with others."
"It is never too late to give up our
prejudices."
—Thoreau.
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EDITORIAL
"In everything by prayer and supplication with ^thanksgiving let your
requests be made known unto God."
We deem it very fitting indeed that
the week of Thanksgiving was set
apart as the week of fasting and prayer in behalf of the Lord's work.
"Thanksgiving" should mean more
to us than a mere day, it should be a
season of retro-spection, meditating
upon the manifold blessings of God
which make us the most favored people upon the globe, but also duly considering that the abundance of our
material blessings place upon us a
great and grave responsibility of
stewardship.
Beyond this, it should be a time of
intro-spection ("examine yourselves,
whether ye be-in the faith.") to find
within ourselves the witness and evidence of the work of God's grace that
makes us heirs of God and partakers
of eternal life.
Dead indeed, must be the soul who
is not quickened into praise and
Thanksgivings, by contemplating all
the richness of blessing and fulness of
grace so freely bestowed upon us.
Might we with Paul, realize our
stewardship and cry "I am debtor"
not only to God but to "every creature". We owe them the Gospel, the
message of deliverance, the channel of
blessing, and we ought to so keenly
realize our debt, that with hearts
flamming with love and zeal, we
would lay hold of the horns of the aljtar with mighty crying and intercession in their behalf, and by our prayers support those who have consecrated their lives to be heralds of the
cross, to those who know not the
Lord. And then with consecrated
means we ought to support the work
of the Lord and provide for its enlargement.
I trust that as a united body of believers we shall enter the special season of prayer and fasting, not merely
as a duty but as a glorious privilege
of being a "co-worker together with
God."
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"NO ONE COMETH UNTO THE
FATHER BUT BY ME."

Page Thrwe

sions; "I gave my heart to God," "I
have accepted Christ," "I came out
John 14:6.
last evening." Such may "mean
Well known words, but what do right," and, in some cases, may have
they MEAN TO US? We can behold experienced the work of God but
God as Creator in nature, and can
Their Description is Painfully
recognize Him as the Almighty in
Defective.
providence, but know Him as Father, Thanks be unto God, His salvation is
only by the precious blood of Christ. infinitely greater, and resting upon a
It may be you give thanks before a firm foundation, and abiding to etermeal, and teach the children to do the nity. Head-knowledge of the way of
same. This is right—right from the salvation does not save a man, nor
standpoint of God's creatures who does ignorance of much of God's truth
owe all to Him. But it has nothing to "unsave" him,—although it may indido with the knowledge of Him as cate he is unsaved, and all lack of
FATHER. Nor can He accept in law, knowledge should grieve us. It is true
our gratitude for a meal as any value that a child lives before he underagainst the crimes of sins innumer- stands what his life is. But if we have
able which we have committed. The been saved, dear reader, it is that we
law must stand. The only hope is may
righteousness, available because of "Know Him that is true." (I John
atonement by blood. And if Christ 5:20). And it is so important to know
died for me, and I am brought to Him, what the grace of God is—
then I am viewed in Him, and thus
(1) that we may test ourselves by
can call God "Father" truthfully.
God's touch-stone as to whethMany, alas, use the word, "Father"
er we have really passed out
untruthfully. They say, "Our Father,
of death into life (John 5:24.)
Which art in heaven," but have no
(2) that, if we are His bloodright to this expression. If all men
bought people, we may not misare children of God, the death of
lead others by a wrong exChrist would have been unnecessary,
planation of the riches of His
and regeneration would have been
love.
meaningless, and the words of Christ,
There is joy in heaven "over one
"Ye must be born from above," would
sinner that repenteth." Repentance is
be without power. And if you, dear
so definitely marked by Christ. "Exreader, long to approach God as Facept ye repent, ye shall all likewise
ther, it must be by Christ, must be
perish" (Luke 13: 3, 5.) This inby Him Who said, "I am the Way and
cludes sorrow for sin, because it is
the Truth and the Life" (John 14:6),
sin, and not only sorrow for its punit must be by His precious blood
ishment. Ah, dear reader, there is
(Eph. 2: 13). Is this your hope, or
not enough true anguish for sin tonot? Merely to know about the blood
day. Men have rebelled against God,
of Christ is vain; to know Him, and
but they treat their crime so lightly.
to rest on His poured out blood is
They do not feel for His honour. God
NOT VAIN. Which knowledge is
called Israel to be
yours, dear reader?
"Ashamed of Their Iniquities"
(Ezek. 43:10), and are you not
"ONE SINNER THAT REPENTashamed of sin? Your heart was not
ETH."
good enough to "give" to God, but
Luke 15:7, 10.
salvation is infinitely beyond this:—
The words of Christ are perfect. God gives a new life, yea, an eternal
How often to-day we hear man's way life. It is God's Gift, not yours: God's
of describing a human change. "He Glory, not yours. What a joy to a
has made a profession." If that is truly troubled sinner. And there is
all in your life, or mine, there is no joy in heaven when such brokenness
real work for eternity. Not a few of heart is experienced. God will not
speak of themselves, with earnest- despise a broken and contrite heart
ness, and use the following expres- (Psa. 51:17), for that is His work.
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Mere profession, without heart-hum- dom, and with you I will divide my
bling, is not in accord with the gospel kingdom." Eventually it was the
of the grace of God. The blood of queen mother who reminded the king
Christ makes an anxious sinner loathe of the wise Hebrew who in other
himself in his own sight (Ezek. 20: times had served his royal masters
43, 36:31.) That is repentance, and faithfully. Daniel it was who unfoldrepentance unto life (Acts 11:18). ed the mystery.
takes God's standpoint, and the sinThis is not a historical sketch. Our
ner who thus repents will not dare to concern is with doubt, the doubt that
trust to his repentance, but, by the makes cowards of us all—for it is
very repentance, is ashamed of ev- doubt that feeds the fiercest fears of
erything in himself,—except that man. We, with Belshazzar, would
which God's grace has humbingly have our doubts dissolved. We who
brought about. Reader, have you ever find ourselves slyly prompted to doubt
known such a precious and mighty our friends, steathily encouraged to
work of God ? Or is there
question the motives of our associNo Joy in Heaven
ates, brazenly challenged to resign
over you ? Or have you been brought our confidence in good, and all are inup in "Christian surroundings," at- terested, more than casually interesttended many missions, "decided for ed, in the drunken monarch's search
Christ" in your own way, and yet for one to dissolve his doubts. Susnever, NEVER been brought down to pense is often worse than reality. The
loathe yourself before Him, to know hardest thing is to wait—not knowthe love of one who is forgiven much! ing. "Am I to live, or am I to die?",
Till you cast away your best things as queries Belshazzar. "For what shall
well as your worst things, and see I prepare?" When his doubts were
that the Spirit of God blows even on at last dissolved, and he knew the
the goodliness of the flesh (Isa. 40:6, worst, he rewarded the one who un7), there is only your short-lived joy derstood the language of the herald
(Matt. 13:20), the joy of a selfish of his doom. Yet, doubt, however
rocky heart that has never been severe the hurt of knowledge may be,
broken. You have never felt, for God's is worse than knowledge. "Tell me
glory. But when your works are all the worst"—how often does this gropset aside, then is there
ing world hear that cry of anguish.
Joy in Heaven
(Luke 15:6 ,7, 10 "with Me" and God "Our doubts are traitors, and make us
Lose the good we oft might win
Himself rests in His love, and joys
By
fearing to attempt."
with singing (Zeph. 3:17) over the
burdened sinner whom He has set
And another has said—"Know misfree by the blood of His beloved Son.
chiefs
have their cure, but doubts
Thanks be unto God for a real salvahave
none."
No man, no woman, may
tion, to the praise of the glory of His
hope
to
entirely
escape this subtle
grace (Eph. 1:6.)—Selected.
curse—we all must feel at one time or
another the chill terror that roused
DOUBTERS OF DOUBT
the reveller of the lesson from his
cups.
I have heard that thou can'st dissolve doubt. —Daniel 5:16.
"Life's sunniest hours are not without
The shadow of some lingering doubt.
Then the hand came out of the
Amid its highest joys will steal
darkness that clung to the high archSupplies of evil yet to feel—
es of the royal banqueting room, and
Its warmest love is blent with fears,
wrote upon the wall before the horriIts confidence a trembling one;
.fied eyes of Belshazzar and his drunkIts smile—the harbinger of tears
Its hope^the change of April's sun!"
en guests, stark, mad fear of the unknown gripped the blasphemous monThis generation is being challenged
arch's heart. "What is it ? What does
it mean ?" was his frenzied cry. "Give by doubt as no other generation in
me the interpretation, oh! men of wis- modern times. Perhaps, because this
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generation has more sinister realities
to create doubts. The world is not a
well ordered place at the present writing. Society is not a victorious institution. • There are responsible leaders in politics and in religion who
would not be surprised to find another
prophetic "Mene, mene, tekel, upharsin," written high upon the wall of
human destiny. Are we perhaps even
now being weighed and found wanting as were Nineveh and Babylon and
Greece and Rome?
But there is little productive value
in such contemplations. Let the lesson have its more immediate and personal applicaton. We, you and I, are
being encouraged to doubt. The age
is one in which personal doubt is even
glorified. Old principles in human relationship, old standards in moral government, old doctrines in religion, in
Christian faith, are being thrown into
the crucible of the laboratory. Nothing seems finally written for the average mind: nowhere is the record
closed. There is no "Q. E. D. r '
The intellectual atmosphere of the
day is often unhealthy. Our psychology is too frequently destructive and
our philosophy superficial, if not immoral.
My quarrel with seminaries and
colleges where faith is so often made
a jester's bauble is not that denial,
direct and brazen, is given a voice,
but that a question is written after
every great spiritual affirmation. My
chief concern is not with leaders of
thought who have a positive No for
my opinion, a positive No which may
be as constructive as a positive Yes.
My chief concern is with those who
give cry to all their uncertainties, who
drag the moral experiments that
should at least be confined to the laboratory, into the open classroom and
public forum; who, with a certain
scholarly distinction, publish all that
they do not believe, and who seem
with malicious delight to underdig the
foundations of Church and State.
Do I hear someone say—"But we
must be intellectually honest." Certainly, and that I will be. But I am
not intellectually honest when, doubting my beliefs, I become a night crier
of my doubts. Common honesty die-
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tates silence while I go about the doubt my doubt. Have I not seen that
solemn business of confirming my belief turn the drunkard's feet from
faith or establishing its unsoundness the gutter, lift the fallen woman
—honesty with myself, and more es- from the hell of shame, burn out anpecially honesty with others, who cient hatred, and destroy a mountain
may be influenced against truth by feud? Have I not felt within my
some uncertainty of mine which in own soul the unspeakable mysteries
the light of later evidence and convic- of that grace? I will believe my betion may be entirely removed. To the life! I will doubt my doubt!
man who calls to me—"Doubt your
To the teacher, to the preacher, to
beliefs," I answer—"assuredly no."
the layman who publishes his immaFirst I will doubt my doubts. As for
ture spiritual conclusion, his incomyou—"Believe your beliefs." To you
plete laboratory experiment, so as to
all I say it—Believe your beliefs, your
destroy ancient good,—who declares
beliefs that have sweetened your bithis unprofitable doubts so as to unter, illumined your way, lightened
dermine beliefs that have saved men
your burden, assuaged your sorrow,
from their sins and advanced society
and given to your soul the ardent hope
toward moral health and Christian
and glorious expectancy of immortalbrotherhood, I say—Stop thief!, and
ity. ' What have the great beliefs
to us all, "Doubt your Doubts. Beof our Christian religion done for us
lieve your beliefs!"
and for the world? Lay down the
test here. Judge each tree of our
Some time sice a widely known
faith by its fruits.
leader of religious thought, in a deThe Virgin Birth has given to the fense of those who are committed to
world a new order of manhood, a new a policy of question raising with reconception of womanhood, and in- gard to long-held and time-honored
creased the tender touch of Jesus up- evangelical beliefs referred to a ceron the suffering heart of the common tain building operation going forpeople. Much of modern theology tells ward in New York City at the time,
me to doubt the Virgin Birth. My as aptly illustrating the situation in
answer is "Doubt that doubt." the Protestant Church. He said that
Change the order. Give faith at least to make way for a modern office and
the first chance. Seek first the con- apartment building, the fine old refirmations and not the denials. A sidence with its high ceiling, artistic
vast number there are who do not mantles and walnut wood work must
realize that the reasoned arguments come down; that the day of the anoutside of Holy Writ favoring the cient house was past; that the preVirgin Birth would fill a vast library, sent must be considered. And so he
and have won the acknowledgment of concluded that the day of many theostatesmen and scholarly intellectuals, logical decorations and venerable
as well as of mystics and devotees. In Christian beliefs had closed.
the light of learning, and in the fact
There was an element of truth in
of nineteen hundred years of human
what
the gentleman said. Jesus
experience with the divine as revealed in Jesus Christ I say as to the Vir- Christ spoke the language of his gengin Birth, begin right; begin by eration, and was called a heretic because of his "modernism." And
doubting your doubt.
And the Atonement. I hear a man Christianity is less than Christlike
say—"How can Christ's death save when it lacks the initiative and courus?", and I reply, "How else may we age, the adapt-ability and faith, to
be saved; who else can save us? I meet the new duties new occasions
cannot save myself. I cannot forgive teach; when it fails to grip and hold
myself. My sins remain uncovered as Jesus did, its present age.
and the agony of my remorse finds no
But let us study the illustration
surcease. What can wash away sin— and its application more closely. The
nothing but the blood of Jesus." ancient, beautiful house came down,
Doubt my belief in that— No. I will but not a venerable stone was dis-
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turbed until the master builder had
in his hands the complete plans for
the new edifice, until he held the
drawings to their last detail, of the
larger and more profitable structure.
Simple wisdom and honesty demand
that this house of our evangelical
faith be undermined at no point, replaced in no stone of its building, until we have in hand the demonstrated better. The structure of our
Faith has stood, sheltering and protecting a vast multitude of all conditions of people since Calvary laid
down its foundations and raised up
its roof tree. By its altars men have
been made strong to live and brave
to die. Here little children have felt
the tender touch of Society's growing sense of responsibility, and womanhood has come into her own;
here grief has found the only final
comfort, death the only destroyer,
and the sinner his only Saviour.
Let the wrecker keep hands off
until he comes with the completed
drawings and the approved plans
from the Divine Architect for something better and more divine. My
doubts, my wrestling with doubt, my
intellectual and spiritual laboratory
work, belong to my study and my
closet. The cry of the world is "Sir,
we would see Jesus." "We would hear
from you, as the ambassador of God,
that which you both know and have
experienced."
Some one has said that science has
put every thing into questions, and
that literature distills them to make
an atmosphere. In other words,
science raise doubt. The emphasis
of religion is frankly otherwise. The
emphasis of Christianity is upon
faith. And in practice we all, in all
our activities and processes, must
walk by faith. Even science walks
by faith. Science believes that there
is a cure for leprosy, and in spite of
centuries of laboratory failure, still
believes. Some day this faith of
science will be rewarded. Science
believed that lightning could be harnessed to bear burdens and draw
loads, and now this celestial mystery,
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still unfathomed, has become our
slave.
Any great truth of Christian experience is doubtful. No profound
Christian experience can be given a
laboratory demonstration. And yet
are these experiences less real because they do not carry the endorsement of the chemist's sign? Put
mother love into your test tube, if
you can!
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and borne me out, I still doubted.
Doubt your doubts-—for they are often as childish as were mine.
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triumph when he began to doubt his
power of his ancient master. The
victim of a debasing appetite when,
from doubting his own will power
and God's saving grace, he begins to
doubt that doubt.
Another has said. "Never try to
conquer doubt ahead of time, or never
try to force your mind to believe, to
drive it to accept new and undemonstrable. truths." To do this is like
trying to fall asleep, or laboring to be
happy. Doubt your doubts and believe your beliefs but neither exercise your mind to find doubts to
doubt, nor drive your reason to uncover new beliefs to believe.
Let us illustrate the principle. A
person tells you an evil story about
someone you have trusted, an undercover story—gossip of sinister import. Cultivate a mental reflex that
answers—"I doubt it." One evening
in the lobby of a Washington hotel a
gentleman of loose speech told a vicious tale about the then President of
the United States. He wound up his
lurid recital with the question that
never anticipates an answer—"Now
what do you think of that?" A friend
of the speaker, whose instincts of
fairplay had been outraged, stood
shoulder to shoulder with the verbose
traducer, and said with an unmistakable implication, "What do I think of
that? Why, I think that's a lie!"
But let us not make it a practice to
go out of our way to hear doubt carrying scandal in order that we may
exercise our anti-doubt reflex. There
is no profit, and no beauty, no reward of holiness in spending our days
with our theological fists up looking
for a fight; shouting to the world
in tones of rancor and combativeness,
"I believe this or that, and as for you
challenge it on peril of having me
smash at your Orthodoxy." Rather
let us cultivate the habit of rising
in the morning with a great "I believe" trumpeting in our souls. Let
us stand in the purple dawn; let us
greet each new occasion with the
mind and faith of the never to be forgotten hour when first the peace of
Christ filled our souls.

What would happen if, in the daily
average of our lives, we were not to
adventure our faith instead of our
fears? Were we to delay starting
from our homes for our offices until
with mathematical certainty we could
guarantee our safe arrival, we would
never arrive, for we would never
The very way in which our life start. I know a gentleman and his
begins raise questions, and questions wife who determined to anticipate evare the children of doubt. We come ery possible emergency of a round
into the world knowing nothing, hav- the world trip. They went to the
ing all to learn. It is inevitable that hospital and enjoyed appendicitis
we should suffer disillusionment as operations while in perfect health, to
well as experience enlightment. Even- avoid the possibilty of a sudden seiztually we are tempted to doubt all ure while in mid-Africa or some othand to make of uncertainty our nor- er unsanitary and unsterlized quarmal state of mind. Accept the ad- ter of the globe! The operations were
monition of our subject. Make the successful, but did not make the papractice of its psychology your daily tients immune to smallpox, which
program until it become a subcon- contracted in Singapore. Believe your
scious exercise, the intuition with beliefs when they are ennobling;
which you look out upon all of life. when they build morale, when they
make you happy, efficient and cour"Doubt your doubts."
ageous. Doubt your doubts till the
But now the practical question. last.
How is doubt dissolved? No one can
Our moral, as well as our mental,
dissolve doubt for you. Daniel could
integrity
is involved in this principal,
interpret the handwriting on the
for—"As
a man thinketh in his heart,
wall, but a fterlla anielD p ka
so
is
he."
Doubt begins by being a
wall, but after all Daniel could not
lift the mortal fear from the soul of mental or spiritual attitude, but if it
the Bacchanaian King. Nor is doubt persists and prevails, it issues in the
dissolved by inquiry and research. habits and practices of life. When I
Darwin went to the ends of the earth say regularly, and in good faith, "I
and to the bottom of scientific learn- will doubt every doubt of good in
ing without reaching the end of his another; I will not be blind, but I will
doubt. Doubt is dissolved not alone by not try to see that which does not exthe intellectual apprehension and ist; nor will I by a feeble,, intellectual
comprehension of truth, but by the attitude dissipate my faith in the enindividual trial and application of nobling, in the wholesome," I may
truth. It is very simple, but, even so, not automatically and at once remove
very difficult. It is as simple as this all my doubt, all my dark forebod—"Whereas I was blind, now I see." ings, but I will put them on the deAnd yet difficult, I say. As a child fensive, and in nine cases out of ten
I will start them on the way to obliI was thrown down by a great wave
vion! Ah! more than this, such an
and half strangled in the briny water
attitude toward doubt places us at
of the Pacific ocean. My father resonce where we may without shame
cued me. Screaming at the top of my
and in perfect confidence use the
water-logged lungs I was carried
prayer God answers first—"I believe,
back to the beach. I can still hear
help thou mine unbelief."
my father say-—"You are all right,
don't be afraid." But still I screamTo doubt doubt is to become unaed. With the sturdy evidence of my fraid of doubt! The young male of
Yes, doubt your doubts. But what
father's arms which had lifted me up the buffalo herd was on his way to of their burning, unanswered ques-

I
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A Message to Our Sunday Schools
On every side we see evidences of aggressiveness. We see it in the business word, and we notice
it in the political world. We see those who are acting as the agents of Satan, who are energetic in
furthering the cause of their master, while others who are serving the God of Heaven, are valiently laboring for the extension of His kingdom. Aggressiveness is necessary to the success of a cause, and the
lack of it means stagnation or retrogression.
Who is there among us who does not realize the need of greater aggressiveness among us as a people, and is not in hearty sympathy with the efforts being made along that line at present? Do we agree
with the maudlin sentiment intimated by some that the Brethren in Christ Church is a sinking ship and
that her doom is sealed ? If that be true, then the quicker we get aboard of something else, the better.
But NO! We have faith in our Church. We feel that she has a saving message which is needed by a lost
world.
It is in the interest of greater aggressiveness that we come with this special message to our Sunday Schools. A few years ago one of our Schools in Canada conceived the plan of the Sunday School
sending the Visitor to families in its community. Many other schools followed the example of the first,
sending in their lists of names at the special low rate of $1.00 each for a year's subscription; and as a
result the "Evangelical Visitor", with its sound Gospel message, found its way into hundreds of new
homes.
We feel the time is again opportune for another special, concerted effort along this line. A letter
is being sent to each Superintendent, and we believe this announcement will be followed by prompt
action on the part of many schools. The special rate is $1.00 for a year's subscription- and the plan is
to send the "Evangelical Visitor" during the year 1927 to the lists sent in by the different Sunday
Schools.
There are eighty-six schools listed in our Brotherhood, and suppose that the average were only a
dozen subscriptions from each School. That would mean that more than 25,000 copies of the "Visitor"
would be sent into these homes during the year 1927. Is that not a wonderful opportunity for seed
sowing, and can we not have faith to believe that at least some of the seed would fall upon good ground ?
Will you pause just now and think of some of your friends and neighbors whose homes you feel are
among those into which the "Visitor" should be sent? Then go to your Superintendent and tell him that
you are in favor of the plan, and tell him how many subscriptions you are willing to pay for at $1.00
each.
For the Cause of Christ and the Church,

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana

tions? Honest questions, too. Questions uninvited that rise out of the
body of our suffering, the mind of our
ignorance, the heart of our grief, and
that we come upon in our quest of
truth. What about these? Certainly we must face them without
evasion, unafraid. The only man who
has no reason to fear the deepest, the

most appalling question, is the Christian. Let us face every question as
searchers who follow One who said,
"Ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free!"
Horace Bushnell once wrote that
one of the greatest talents in religious discovery is finding how to hang
up questions and let them hang with-

out being at all anxious about them.
Then while we go on about our business of living and loving and serving,
doubting our doubts and believing
our beliefs, in God's way and time—
and in ample time—the mystery will
be revealed, the insoluble will come
(Continued on page 16.)
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PERMANENT CHURCH HEADQUARTERS
Messiah Rescue and Benevolent Home.
1175 Bailey Street
Harrisburg, Pa
Attention of General Conference Secretary
CITY MISSIONS
Altoona Mission, in charge of Eld. Herman G. Miller
and wife, 613—4th Ave., Altoona, Pa,
Boston Mission, in charge of Eld. S. H. Ameralian
and wife, 31 Fairfield St., Watertown, Mass.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge of Eld.
and Sr. Earl Boseert.
Chicago Mission, 6Q39 Halstead St.. in charge of
Sarah Bert and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bisr..
W. H. and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Des Moines, Iowa Mission, 1194 14th St., in cnarge
of Eld. H. W. Landis and wife.
Lancaster Mission, in charge of Eld. Jno. H. Martin
and wife, 47 Caroline Street.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N . 2nd St., in charge of
Elder Clyde Shirk and wife.
San Francisco Mission, 3739 20th St., in charge of
Maggie E. Sollenberger and workers.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., irj
charge of L. B. Schell and wife.
BUBAL MISSIONS
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jennings, Sylvatus, Va.
Centre County Mission, in charge of Levi F. and
Lizzie M. Sheetz, Howard, Pa.
Mt. Carmel Mission, in charge of Elder Henry P .
and Sr. Fern Heisey, Gladwin, Mich., Star Route.
Kentucky Mission Field, in charge of Overseer,
Bishop Wilber Snider.
Mooretown Mission, Mich., in charge of Overseer.
Bishop Jonathan Lyons.
ORPHANAGES
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Levi H. Martin,
Steward, Anna Witmer, Matron.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
Aft. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr.
Katie Bollinger, and Harvey W. Hoke and wife-

tient spirit. He leaves to mourn his departure, his wife, two sons and two daughters, one daughter Tesse having predeceased
him seven years ago.
His body was laid to rest on November
4 at Batteaux, Ont., the services being conducted by Rev. Ferguson of the United
Church, assisted by Eld. E. J. Swalm.
Text: Psalm 23.
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OLD PEOPLES' HOME
Messiah Home, in charge of David H. ana
Engle, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pi
NAMES

AND

ADDRESSES—FOIWKJN

Loiut

MISSION***^

AFRICA

Bishop and Mrs. H. P . Steigerwald, Wanezi Mission,
Private Bag, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. John A. Climenhaga, Elder R. H.
Mann, and Miss Annie E. Winger, Matopo Mission
Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Eld. and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Eld. and Mrs. Henry B.
Brubaker, Mrs. Naomi Lady, Miss Sadie Book,
Mary E. Heisey, Anna R. Engle, Mtshabezi Mission,
Private Bag, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. J . L. Myers, Miss Martha M. Kauffman, and Miss Beulah Musser, Macha Mission,
Choma, N. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Sikalongo Mission,
Choma, N. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
INDIA

Sr. Ruth E. Byer, Sr. Ella Gayman, Sr. Katie Smith.
Saharsa, B. & N . Ry., India.
Elder and Mrs. George Paulus, Sr. Mary Dick, Sr.
Effie Rohrer, Supaul, B. & N. W. Ry., India.
Brethren In Christ Mission Best Home, Gloven, No.
48 Aukland Road, Darjesling, India.
HOME ON FURLOUGH

Eld. and Sr. H. J. Frey, Upland, Calif.
A. D. M. and Nellie M. Dick, Lemoyne, Cumb Co..
Penna.
Eld. and Sr. Myron Taylor, 690 First Ave., Upland,
Calif.
Sallie K. Doner, 117 Cherry St., Palmyra, Pa.
Anna Steckley, Gormley, Ont., c. o. Joseph Steckley.
Elder C. E. and Ruth E. Heise, Gormley, Ont.
TREASURERS OF T H E D I F F E R E N T BOARDS
foreign
Mission Board—S. G. Engle, 4014 Spriny
Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontaria, Canadian Treasurer
Home Mission—Abner Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.
L. Shoalts, Wellandport, Ont., Canadian Treasurer.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster, Thomas, Okla
Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Publication Board—D. H. Wenger, Shippensburg, P a
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page, Detroit, Kans.

E. A. Ditson and adjutant Rowe of the S.
A. according to his own arrangements while
living. Text: Heb. 9:27.

DIPPEL—Henry Dippel, son of Englehart and Susanna Dippel, was born in St.
Joe county Indiana, March 20, 1868. He
departed from this life at Larned, Kansas,
November 6 ,1926, age 58 years, 7 months
and 17 days.
In the fall of 1870, he came with his parSWALM—Reuben Swalm in his 68th year
died at Collingwood, Ont., on October 31, ents from Indiana to Clay Co. Kansas,
VANDERBURG-SHOALTS
1926. Deceased was born near Stayner, where they took a homestead in Goshen
Ont., on November 2, 1858, but most of his township, and has lived in the community
ever since, except one year at Larned, Kans.
On November 10th, at the home of the life was spent in Collingwood.
He leaves to mourn their loss four sisters
bride's parents, Eld. and Mrs. L. Shoalts,
He gave his heart to God during a revival
Wainfleet, Ont. occurred the marriage of effort held in Nottawa District by Bish. O. and one brother Mrs. Mahala Curtis, of
their daughter, Cora May Shoalts to Wray B. Ulery in 1920 and always rejoiced in the Morganville, Kansas; Mrs. Mary Auld,
B. Vanderburg, of Gainsboro, Ont., the fa- fact that God had mercy on him and saved White City, Kans.; Mrs. Nettie Bauer, of
ther of the bride officiating.
him during the more mature years of his Green Kansas; Mrs. Laura Hjelm, Clay
life. He expressed a readiness to leave this Center, Kansas, and Levi Dippel of Miltonworld of sickness and pain and rest etern- vale, Kans.
Funeral services were conducted by Eld.
ally with his Lord.
R. I. Witter at Hebron Church of Brethren
He is survived by his wife, one son and
BRILLINGER — Amos Brillinger, born
in Christ near Green, Kansas.
May 30, 1861 and departed this life No- one daughter, another daughter preceded
vember 2, 1926, in his 66th year. Deceased him to the spirit world several years ago;
HEER—Sylvan Christian Heer, son of
was the son of the late Emmanuel and An- also four grandchildren. These beside a
nie Brillinger and resided near Batteaux, circle of friends will miss him in the var- Philip and Amanda Heer was born at Green,
Kans., July 19, 1908, and departed this life
ious places of his activity.
Ont., all his life.
The last nine years of
Funeral services were conducted at the at the home of his uncle John Heer, after a
his rife were spent in suffering and pain,
through which he always manifested a pa- home by Bish. Isaac Swalm, assisted by Eld. brief illness of about one day on November
On November 11, 1926 at the home of
Bro. and Sr. Eshelman of Ramona, Kans.,
occurred the marriage of their only daughter, Sr. Hazel M. to Bro. Monroe Oakes, of
Ramona. Elder R. I. Witter officiating. May
God bless their young Christian lives.
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8, 1926, aged 18 years, 3 months and 19
days.
His mother preceded him in death December 7, 1922. He leaves to mourn his
departure his father, step-mother, three
brothers and one sister: Emerson and Ivan
of California, attending Beulah College of
Brethren in Christ; Everett and Mildred of
near Green, Kansas; two grandmothers: Sr.
Heer and Sr. Noll, four uncles and one aunt
on his father's side, also two uncles and four
aunls on his mother's side, besides a large
number of relatives and friends.
Since his mother's death the family has
been separated resulting in his home being
with Bro. and Sr. Christian Hodel of Green,
Kansas, who took a real interest in him and
cared for him just as tenderly as if he were
their own child.
About two years ago during a revival he
made the wise choice accepting Christ as
his Saviour. Since that time he has enjoyed attending prayer meeting and taking his
part in Sunday School as he was able. During the past year his interest in the Bible
was shown by memorizing around 173 verses
of scripture.
A beloved brother and son has gone from
our midst—one more link in the chain that
binds our hearts to heaven.
A strong warning to young men to accept their Christ because of his sudden
death.
Funeral services in charge of Elder R. I.
Witter, assisted by Elder Wm. Smith at Hebron Church, in Clay Co., Kansas.
Text: Psa. 16:11. Burial in 'adjoiningcemetery.
MUSSER—Sr. Elizabeth S. Musser was
born October 21, 1840, died November 6,
1926 aged 86 years and 16 days. She was a
faithful member of the Brethren in Christ
Church from her youth.
On November 3, 1860 she was married to
Benjamin B. Musser who preceded her to
the spirit world about twenty-one years ago.
To this union were born four sons and three
daughters, namely: Mrs. Leah L. Books of
Lebanon; Amos L. Musser of Harrisburg
Mrs. Elizabeth Heisey of Elizabethtown
Joseph L. Musser, Chambersburg, R. D. 2
John L. Musser, Chambersburg R. D. 2
Benjamin E. Musser, Shippensburg, R. D. 4
Mrs. Emma L. Myers, Mechanicsburg, R D.
6; with whom she had her home for a number of years; one brother also survives, Jacob S. Lehman of Lancaster; also thirty-one
grandchildren and forty-two great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held November 9
from the home of Bro. Jesse Myers conducted by Eld. S. C. Eshelman, assisted by Eld.
J. R. Charleston, further services were held
at Mt. Rock Church near Shippensburg, conducted by Eld. Henry Wenger, assisted by
Eld. S. C. Eshelman. Text at both services:
II Tim. 5:6, 7, 8. Interment in adjoiningcemetery.
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MYERS—C. H. Myers son of Daniel and
Christiana Hoover Myers was born Sept.
7, 1848, and departed ths life September 16,
1926, aged 78 years and 9 days. He was
united in marriage to Christiana Enderman
September, 1873. To this union were born
six sons and five daughters: Ernest H.
Myers, Chambersburg; Mrs. Katie Hoover,
Pleasant Haul; Eli Myers, Chambersburg;
Mrs. Christiana M. Bricker, Chambersburg;
Christian E. Myers, Chambersburg; Obed
D. Myers, Warren, Ohio; Henry L. Myers,
St. Paul, Minn; and Lizzie S. Myers, Shippensburg; two daughters and one son, the
oldest having preceded him; also twenty-five
grandchildren, one brother Henry Myers,
and two sisters, Mrs. John Myers of Orrstown; Mrs. John H. Wenger of Mongul.
In 1897 the mother died, at the year 1899
he united in marriage to Miss Lizzie G.
Bricker.
ENGLE—Sr. Fannie B. Engle, wife of S.
G. Engle, Philadelphia, departed from this
life November 8. She leaves a husband and
two children, not so much to mourn their
loss, but to rejoice in her gain. She left a
glorious testimony that she lived for this
day and that she was going to glory.
Interment from Maytown church November 11. Bish. C. N. Hostetter and Eld.
Clyde Shirk officiating. Text: Psa. 116-15.
Precious in the sight of the Lord, are the
death of the saints.
McALLISTER—Mrs. McAllister, widow
of the late John McAllister, died on October
21, 1926, at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Alex Bell, Duntroon, Ont. in her 87th year.
Funeral services were conducted from the
home by Rev. Wm. Ma«Millan of the Presbyterian Church, assisted by Eld. E. J.
Swalm. Text: Psalm 90.

REPORTS
REPORT OF TENT MEETING.
Dear readers of the Visitor:
Greeting you in Jesus' precious name. We
have been requested to send a report of the
tent meetings which were held at Orlando,
Florida, so we submit the following:
The tent was pitched on the corner of
Long and Division Streets near Bro. C. E.
Snoke's home. 'Phe services began October
1, with Bishop D. R. Eyster in charge and
Bro. Bilby of Chicago to assist. Bro. Eyster brought to us the same old Gospel which
saves men and women from their sins. The
attendance was very good and the people
seemed to take a great interest in the meetings.
During the meetings a goodly number
were at the altar for prayer for various
things. Some came for the healing of their
souls, others for the healing of their bod-
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ies and still others to renew their consecration, etc. There were about six, if I remember correctly, who testified to instant
healing. There were also a few who received the infilling of the Holy Spirit.
The second Sunday of our meetings we
had a communion service which, I believe
was enjoyed by all. The third Sunday afternoon we had the happy privilege of going to one of our beautiful Florida lakes
and seeing Brothers Leslie, Kilmore, and
Harry Shirk, baptized. I am sure we all
had a blessed time in the Lord.
May the Lord richly bless our Bishop
Eyster for his labors of love. We also
pray God's blessing on all others who have
had a share in helping along with the meetings, both in a spiritual and financial way.
The meetings continued for almost three
weeks. The weather was very favorable for
the meetings, for which we praise God.
Now we trust that as the good seed has
been sown, though we may not see the results we would like to, that it might bringforth fruit in God's time. Will you all help
us pray to this end that the good work may
go on and prosper ?
As a result of the tent meeting, the members of the Brethren in Christ church met
Monday evening, October 18 1926, at the
home of Bro. Samuel H. Wingert in Lancaster Park, Orlando, Florida and formally
organized as a church body with Bro. N.
Eber Lehman in charge.
It was decided at this meeting that we
hold our services at Bro. Wingert's home until we be able to secure a permanent place
for worship.
We were very glad to have Bro. C. N.
Hostetter, Jr., with us the first Sunday of
our services and we wish him God's richest
blessings.
We, as a body, ask a deep interest in
your prayers.
Yours in His service,
A Sister.
REPORT OF THE BENEFICIARY BOARD
April 15, 1926 to November 10, 1926
Balance on hand
Receipts
John A. Stoner Mexico, Pa
Anna J. Stoner, Mexico, Pa
Mechanicsburg, Pa., S. S
John Peterman, Carlisle, Pa
Montgomery District, Pa
Ethan Kreider, Campbellstown, Pa.
Susie McCann, New Carlisle, Ohio....
Albert Kitely, Carland, Michigan....
Hummelstown Congregation, Pa
Dallas Center, fowa
Carrie Deemy, Dallas Center, Iowa
Lizzie Lenhert, Abilene, Kansas ....
Chicago Misson
From estate of Sr. Levina Books,
Thomas, Okla
(Continued on page 14.)

$4809.41
5.00
2.00
90.63
7.00
16.50
10.00
5.00
10.00
17 30
5.00
5.00
10.00
33.00
\
46.42
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Foreign Missionary Department
Edited by H. Frances Davidson, Grantham, Pa.
PRAYER AND MISSIONS.
By H. J. Frey
Number. VI.
(Continued from last issue.)
The fourth part of Conference
Resolution says: "Pray for funds to
support the work already established,
and to provide for extension on sane
and progressive lines." .The second
section of this resolution urges us to
unite in asking the Lord for a dollar
per month per member annually for
Foreign Missions, and that every district devise a systematic plan for receiving the same and forwarding it
to the F. M. Board.
Here is praying that touches the
pocket-book: for, tho we are encouraged to ask the Lord for this money,
it is evident that the money must
needs come thru his people, for God
has no hands but yours and ours.
Now, what does an average of a dollar a month per member mean? It
means simply, as the Foreign Board
stated a few months ago, that if there
are a hundred members in the district
then we pray for a hundred dollars
per month for Foreign Missions; and
if there are fifty members in a district, then we pray for fifty dollars
per month; and according to the same
plan, be our numbers larger or
smaller. Then if there are five thousand members in the Church as a
whole pray for five thousand dollars
per month, or sixty thousand dollars
per year for this work. And is this
then, a large sum to be raised? That
question can be better answered after asking ourselves, "How much are
we consecrated ?" Let no one suppose
that this is an every-member tax.
Nothing of the kind. It is simply a
prayer for larger things; a prayer
that means will be forthcoming for
the carrying on of God's work on a
larger scale; a prayer that God will
use us more and more in his service; a
prayer that the way may be opened to
send forth missionaries into the dense
darkness; a prayer to help in a little

larger measure to enlighten the thousand millions still without the Gospel.
Indeed it is a prayer of consecration,
for no one can pray that prayer from
the heart without opening his own
purse wide at God's disposal, for him
to use as he will. God help us then to
pray for funds, and to pray definitely,
and let us not stop until the sixty
thousand come forth annually for the
spread of the Gospel in foreign lands.
Most of you know that during the
past few years many missionary candidates could not be sent because of
lack of funds. Brethren, if some are
willing to go, why should not the rest
of us reach our hands down deep into
our pockets and give liberally of our
means to support them?
Most of you know that during the
past few years many missionary candidates could not be sent because of
lack of funds. Brethren, if some are
willing to go, why should not the rest
of us reach our hands down deep into
our pockets and give liberally of our
means to support them ?
Now let us ask, "Is a dollar per
month per member unreasonable?'
Let us answer by asking the question:
"Is the tithe unreasonable?" We all
answer, most emphatically, No! If the
children of Israel were required to
give the tithe and offerings besides,
to say nothing of the second tithe and
the third tithe sometimes required,
surely it is not Consistent for us in
the Gospel dispensation to give less.
Well, then, do we as a people give the
tithe of our income ? Let us see. According to Government reports, the
average income of every man, woman,
and child in the United States is approximately $627 dollars annually.
The tithe of this would be $62.70;
and the tithe for 5000 would be $313,500.00.
Now, it may be a question as to
whether or not the income of the
members of our own Brotherhood
would be as high as the average. Well,
suppose we take off one-third; there
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would still be a little more than $200,000 left as our tithe. Now, according
to the report of our Executive Board
this year, our total gifts for all purposes were only $74,575, only about
a third of our tithe, if the above figures are approximately correct. On
the other hand, it is only fair to say
that the report of the Executive
Board is perhaps not fully complete,
and that our total gifts during the
past year would probably have passed
the $100,000 mark but even this
would be only half of the tithe.
According to the calculations of
Bro. Hess, in the columns of the Visitor some time ago, the obligations
laid upon the Church for next year
would approximate $116,000. This
would include the $60,000 for Foreign
Missions, the $15,000 for the Beneficiary fund, and other apportionments. But supposing Bro. Hess's
calculations were too low, as I think
they were. Suppose that altogether
the sum would amount to $140,000.
This would still be less than three
quarters of the tithe.
Now let us make a few comparisons with other Churches. There are
those who think that the Brethren in
Christ are giving more per member
than the members of any other denomination; but the figures do not
bear this out. According to the report of the Federal Council of Churches for the year, 1923, the latest
statistics I have been able to obtan,
the annual gifts per member for all
purposes were as follows:
Christian and Mission. Alliance $99.00
Seventh Day Adventists
78.00
Salvation Army
68.00
Free Methodist
42.00
Church of the Nazarene
45.00
Mennonite Brethren in Christ.... 29.00
Congregational
25.00
Evangelical
24.00
Church of the Brethren....:
20.00
Unitarian
20.00
Methodist
18.00
United Brethren
19.00
Lutheran
14.00
Brethren in Christ
10.00
Baptist
8.00
In this report, as you see, our own
Church was almost at the bottom of
the list. Again, it is only fair to say
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that our report was doubtless incom- tian people, we save this money. What
plete, and is not this very fact a shall we do with it? Shall we hoard
strong argument in favor on making it up? Why not rather use it where
our reports more perfect. But sup- it would do good? Brethren, are the
pose our gifts amounted to $100,000 means that we possess our own? No!
per year; even that would be only they come from God, and they belong
$20.00 per member per year—only to Him. God help us to pray that the
one-fifth as much as the Christian al- gain of our people might be conseliance, and one-fourth as much as- the crated to the Lord. Then would we
S. I). Adventists. Now, suppose we not stagger at $60,000 for Foreign
gave $200,000 per year, which as stat- Missions for the salvation of the heaed above would be a low estimate of then. No! we would give more.
what our tithe would be, even then Neither would we forget the work in
we would be giving only $40.00 per the home land. It is said that Hudmember per year; only one-half as son Taylor prayed for a hundred mismuch as the S. D. A., and two-fifths sionaries ,and God gave them to him.
as much as the Christian Alliance. It Then he prayed for $60,000 to send
would still be less than the amounts them forth, and it came. God give us
the Free Methodists and Nazarenes more Hudson Taylors who know how
are giving per member at the pres- to pray for the work, the workers,
ent time.
and for the necessary means.
Brethren, can we not do as well as
these other Churches are doing? Most
DOES IT PAY?
emphatically we can if we think we
can, and act accordingly. If we pray
In this family were six children,
to that end, in faith, and work with three boys and three girls. They livall our might, the means will be forth- ed in the midst of heathendom, surcoming. Yes, if we believe it, we can rounded by superstition and all .sorts
raise $200,000, and do it easliy. That • of heathen customs with their dewould give us the $60,000 for Foreign moralizing influence.
They knew
Missions, and there would be plenty nothing of books, schools, or civilizaleft for the Home work too. But it tion, and above all were ignorant of
will not come of itself. It will require the world's Redeemer and His power
travail in prayer, and with our actions to save.
corresponding thereto.
One day intelligence reached them
Again, the worldling, and even the that missionaries had settled about
members of some other churches eight miles from their village. They'
spend money for many unnecessary did not know what kind of people
things, which our people do not do; these missionaries were or their purand because of this fact we ought to pose in coming, but they were soon
have more to give than others. Fol- to find out. The boys of this village
lowing is a partial list taken from the sometimes walked to the Mission and
latest Government report, giving the watched the erection of the new buildamounts per capita in the U. S. spent ings in which the missionaries were to
for the various articles:
live. On Sunday too they would ocTobacco
$16.00 per capita casionally go to listen to words spoken in a stammering tongue. The girls,
Motor Cars
35.00 "
however, were afraid of the white
Theaters, Movies, _ 8.00 "
people and for a time kept away.
Candy
7.00 "
Jewelry, etc.,
4.00 "
Later services were held in the village where these brothers and sisters
Musical instruments 5.00 "
lived; and, when native Christians
Chewing gum
.70 "
Now we suppose that very few of were able to teach, the first outschool
our people use tobacco or attend pic- was established there. By this time
ture shows and theaters. There is the girls and women had also become
$24.00 per capita saved on these two interested and began to attend school.
lines alone, to say nothing of other After a few years, all the family exluxuries and unnecessaries. As Chris- cept the oldest son became Christians
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and were received into the church.
Even the mother of this family,
through much tribulation, found her
way into the Kingdom. The girls became model Christians, and the second boy, Lundu, had a very bright
conversion. He consecrated himself
to the service of the Lord and became
a successful teacher and evangelist,
and was the means of leading many
others to Christ. The five who were
Christians married Christian companions and started Christian homes.
God had indeed done wonders for
this family; but there was still one,
the eldest, Gamela by name, unsaved.
He was now perhaps nearly forty
years old, and many prayers had
ascended in his behalf, but he refused
to accept Christ. He had two wives
and was unwilling to give up either
one. His wives quarreled, and one
returned to her home. His way was
now opened, and the missionaries and
his friends hoped and prayed that he
might yield; but he was unwilling and
took another wife. Later his new
wife sickened and died, and Gamela
himself became sick and went to the
missionaries for help. This time he
appeared penitent, but as he grew
better, he forgot God as many another
person has done.
Disease again fastened itself upon
him, and his remaining wife left him.
In his extremity, God found opportunty to talk to him, and yet he did
not yield without a struggle. His
brother, Lundu, was untiring in his
efforts to win him to Christ and helped Gamela temporally and spiritually
until he became really tired of sin. He
called the Christians together, made
a full confession of his past life, and
sought and found peace and pardon
in the Savior he had so long slighted.
Gamela was at this time living at
the outschool taught by Lundu which
was situated about fifteen miles from
the Mission. Hearing that a baptismal service was soon to be held at the
Mission, when a number of converts
were to be received into the church,
he resolved to go all the way, ill as
he was, and ask for baptism. He
walked the fifteen miles to the Mission, making the journey by easy
stages as his strength permitted. He
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there asked for baptism, and was write a little about visiting the peogladly received by the missionaries ple, a phase of mission work which I
feel is very important, and yet it is
and the native church.
From this time on, he was true to perhaps the phase least worked. I
his God and rejoiced in Christian fel- believe it is the heart longing of evlowship. He lived for some time, pos- ery true missionary to get out among
sibly a year longer, spending much of the people. I recall one question at
his time at the home of his Christian our last African Missionary Confermother who tenderly cared for him. ence, which was this: to hold our ConOne day one of the missionaries visit- ference once every two years, with
ed him and the school at that village. the thought of taking that time every
In the evening he was lying in his lit- other year to get out among the peotle rude bed while the services were ple. During the winter, for seven or
held just outside the door of his hut, eight weeks, our schools are closed,
so that he might have the benefit of and the boys and girls go home for a
the same. The Spirit was manifestly visit to their relatives. It is this time
present in the meeting, and a num- that we have our Conference. You
ber testified to His saving power. At may ask why do we not get out more.
the close of the service, when the Mis- There are two great reasons: the
sionary again entered his hut, Gamela heavy schedule of our mission stawas .praising the Lord and saying, tions, and the shortage of mission
"Oh, I am so happy, the Spirit just workers. The educational and induscame down all over clothing me like a trial phases are very important; but
a very great help to the spiritual,
blanket."
Not long after this he passed trium- which is the most important, is to visphantly over to be safe with his Lord, it the people in their homes and talk
away from sickness, from sorrow, with them around the fire. I can say
from temptation, and from the dark- that some of my most joyful seasons
have been experienced while out
ness of heathendom.
among the people. They are glad to
have you come to see them and their
FROM AFRICA
villages. I remember one time when
Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S. A. we became lost on the veldt and we
followed a path into a village to ask
September 29, 1926
the way to a village we wanted to visDear Visitor family:
it. We did not get out of the cart,
Greetings to you all through the
as the sun was going down and we
precious name of Jesus, our Saviour,
had some distance to travel to reach
Shepherd, and coming King. How
our village; but as we passed through,
our hearts rejoice and praise Him
many of the people came out to thank
when we think of what He has done,
us for coming to see them. I rememis still doing, and also what He has
ber on another occasion of visiting in
promised to do for us. We cry out
a near kraal for a short time, and
with the Psalmist, "Bless the Lord, 0,
just as we were leaving, the people
my soul; and all that is within me,
gathered around us to bid us goodbless His holy name."
bye and to thank us for coming to see
I praise God for victory in my heart
them. But the one that touched our
to-day. I cannot praise Him enough
hearts most was an old mother. Her
for the way He has helped me since
son is a member of the Church, but
in Africa. Peter says, "The Lord
she is a leper. It is very difficult for
knoweth how to deliver the godly out
her to walk, but she came to where
of temptation. "Praise the Lord, His
she could talk to us, and she could
promises are true. Is it not blessed to
hardly get finished thanking us for
know that Jesus knows our frame and
coming to her village. She told us
will not allow us to be tempted above
that she would like to come to meetthat which we are able ?
ing but she could not walk that far.
There are many phases of mission
About six months ago, one Thurswork, and which would be of most interest to you is hard to say. I shall day afternoon about 4:30 o'clock, we
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received word that one of our outschool teachers was bit by a very
poisonous snake at midday while hoeing in his garden. I at once called
two boys to go with me to carry food
and blankets. About twenty minutes
later we were ready to go, and the
only way to go was by foot. The
school where he taught was about
.eight miles across the hills. It was
just about dark when we came to the
school, only to find that he lived a
mile farther on. About this time it
started to mist which made it very
dark and traveling very difficult. The
people were much surprised to see us.
We found the teacher in very much
pain, and we did all we could for him.
The last we heard of him he was
walking around, but his foot was still
sore. Although they were surprised,
they were glad to see us. To listen
to their exclamations, makes one feel
repaid for the effort put forth to get
there.
A few weeks ago it was my privilege to visit another outschool which
had not been visited for about a year.
This school is perhaps twelve miles
across the hills and it is impossible
to go by cart, but we are able to go
around the hills with the cart, which
is twice as far. The party consisted
of two native men as drivers, two native girls who were here at Matopo
and wanted to go to their home, and
myself. We arrived at the home of
the teacher about 2:30 Saturday afternoon, who lives very near the
school. They were very glad to see us
but were a bit surprised that we had
not told them we were coming. He
has a very nice kraal which was well
swept; the huts were neatly built.
Near his sleeping hut he had several
nice geranium stalks which were in
bloom. We are glad to note the better condition of the Christian kraals
as compared with those of the heathen. We had a very nice service
with the people on Sunday, and we
could feel the presence of the Lord in
the meeting. Two stood for prayer at
the close. We thank God for the
many who have manifested a desire
to follow the Lord during the last
few months.
We remained at this place until
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noon on Monday as we wanted to visit
the school. The attendance was
rather small, due to the cattle disease
in that district, known in this country
as East Coast Fever. The government is trying very hard to overcome
it. The cattle are dipped every three
or five days, then they are herded in
restricted areas. The teacher there
lost four head. I received quite a few
peanuts while there, and the teacher
gave me a large chicken. We arrived
home a little before sunset, feeling
richly paid for our visit.
In closing I wish to mention a few
needs, and I am sure you will be glad
to join us in praying for these, which
are as follows: The boys and girls
who are in school, both saved and unsaved ; these who have recently started in the service of the Lord; those
who have fallen into sin; that God
might call . out young men to give
themselves to teaching; that the spirituality of the native might be deepened ; and that they also might get a
vision of the needs of the work.
May we ever be faithful to our Captain who is leading unto certain victory. There is victory ahead, keep
trusting.
Yours in His glad service,
R. H. Mann.

V I S I T O R

Spring and Cheapside Cong., Can
35.50
Wainfleet Cong., Can.
465.00
Wainfleet Cong., Can
46.00
Wainfleet Cong., Can
10.00
Wainfleet Cong., Mary Beaverly, Can. 52.50
Mr. J. Reamer, Vaughan, Can
10.00
Vaughn Cong., Can
75
Vaughn Cong., Can
6.90
Gormley Cong., Can
5.00
Gormley Cong., Can
111.00
Gormley Cong., Can
40.00
Gormley Cong., Can
10.00
Gormley S. S., Can
50.00
Ethel Elthering, Can
15.00
Gormley Cong., Can
10.00
Gormley Cong., Can
10.00
Maple Grove Cong
5.00
Rose Bank Cong., Can
87.00
6-Line Cong., Can
80.55
Bertie Cong., Can
55.91
Sherktown Cong., Can
7.82
Clear View Cong., Can
7.45
Total months receipts and cash bal. $2056.48
Month's Expenditures
Interest on Annuities
$ 42.75
India Maintenance
1000.00
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a moment, and, in any case, cannot
retain for long, nor take away with
them from this earth: "What shall it
profit?' But True Satisfaction is
guaranteed by the gospel, guaranteed
eternally. How different are human
guarantees. They are sometimes
props, because of acknowledged human liability to defect. Thus the
words "guaranteed for five years" not
only impose a limit, but imply possible imperfection, only to be discarded after. A life insurance is really
death insurance, so a human guarantee is because goods cannot be guaranteed. Hence 'tis rather a promise
to repair, or to replace. But God's
salvation needs neither. It has a real
guarantee by the blood of Christ and
not for a paltry five years; 'tis for
eternity.

"What Good?"
said the wisest of men. He saw earth's
Total months expenditures
$1042.75
emptiness. Do you want something
Balance to November 1
$1013.73 good? Do you feel your need for a
real foundation? Christ provides
S. G. Engle, 4014 Spring Garden,
Phila, Pa.
both, yea, everything. The work of
To my brethren:
grace is not bare words or dreams.
Our workers are breaking down, overThere
is no mirage in the gospel. Evwork and failing health must be met, we
ery
claim
of God's law is met in His
need workers and means to fill our fast depleting ranks, otherwise the cause of our holy finished work. And that which
Christ must suffer loss. The cry is to our has satisfied God satisfies the anxious
tents, and to our knees. The imscription sinner. The blood of Christ deals
below the flag that bears the cross is: "In
with all my past, and meets my inner
REPORT OF FOREIGN MISSION TREAS. this sign we conquer."
need in a troubled conscience as to today, and looks forward to the eternal
Balance October 1, 1926
$195.10
"THE SOUL IS NOT FILLED"
future.
Can you for a moment comReceipts for October
Eccl. 6, 7, marg.
pare
gaining
the whole world, if it
Fairland S. S., Pa
$ 65.93
"Whot Shall It Profit?"
Mechanicsburg S. S., Pa
40.22
be possible, with this ? The man who
Mark 8:36.
Manheim S. S., Pa
43.00
will gain the most will come to a misCedar Grove S. Sr, Pa
28.50
"What Good?"
erable end (Isa. 14:24, 25.) Did AlFrank Bachman, Orrville, Pa
5.00
Eccl.
2:11.
exander find peace when he had the
Wm. Confer, Pa
7.00
A Sister, Palmyra, Pa
75.00
Real satisfaction is the only true world at his feet? Amid the confusElla B. Wenger, Chambersburg, Pa... 12.00 wealth. A rich man is poor if he is ion of tongues, One has said to His reA Brother, Rapho Dist., Pa
25.00
still "greedy of gain,' "and he troubles deemed people, "Peace I leave with
A Sister, East Petersburg, Pa
5.00
Annie Miller, Mt. Joy, Pa
12.00 his house (Prov. 15:27). And by you. My peace I give unto you: not
Lutheran Cong. Fairfield, Pa
5.20 "satisfaction" we mean the right en- as the world giveth, give I unto you"
Salome Lester, Curly Hill, Pa.
2.00 joyment of that which is worth en- (John 14:27). No millionaire can enC. C. Dick, Altoona, Pa.
6.00 joying. A child's satisfaction with a sure peace: wealth has its suicides.
Tulare Dist, Cal
24.00
bubble is natural, but transitory. The The world gives for a season (Heb.
A Bro., Upland Dist., Cal.
150.00
well-known
proverb says, "Little 11:25), Christ gives for evermore
Dayton Mission, Dayton, Ohio
17.15
things
please
little minds." But the (Ps. 16:11.) And the joy of possessBethel Church, Mich
47.00
H. L. Trump and wife, Polo, 111
50.00 amazing fact is that men of worldly ing real life is wondrous (I John 5:11
Chicago Mission, Chicago, 111
30.00 intelligence can appear satisfied with 12.) How different from man's posA Sister, Abilene, Kans
10.00 a few passing pleasures, and with the session. "What good" is there in
Cheapside Cong. Can
30.00
hope of "getting" a store of money earthly things, beyond a mere beholdCheapside Cong., Can
30.00
Creapside Cp.ng., Can
10.00 which they connot be sure of holding ing ? The wealth of the greatest
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financier cannot become part of himself 'it is a mere something, to slip
from icy hands in death. But Christ
is ours for ever, and with Him everything (Rom. 8:32). Ah, dear reader,
do not be content with striving after
wind: all of earth will elude your
grasp soon. Set not your mind on a
bubble. Lay not hold of a shadow.
You are not a child to play with life.
Eternity is not a plaything. Every
day is real, and there is a true value
in the gift of God. You have tasted
some of earth's pleasures, and proved their brevity. Will you not taste
and see that the Lord is good ? Blessed is the man that trusteth in Him.
—Selected.
REPORT OF THE BENEFICIARY BOARD
(Continued from page 9.)
Abilene, Kansas Congregation
San Francisco Mission, Calif
Highland Congregation, Ohio
Maple Grove Cong., Waterloo, Can.
Beulah Chapel S. S., Ohio
Pleasant Hill S. S., Ohio
Manor and Pequea Dist., Pa
New Guilford District, Pa
G. G. Lyons, Wheeler, Michigan
Red Star Church, Leedy, Okla
Nottawa Dist. Ontario, Can
John DeHaan, Kalamazoo, Mich
Albert Brady, New Paris, Ind
Alice Truex, Elkhart, Ind
John Stump, New Paris, Ind
Ephriam Brandt, Campbellst'n, Pa.
Conference Offering Cash
A Brother, Ontario, Canada
Wainfleet Church, Ont., Can.
Philadelphia Mission, Pa
Clarence W. Herr
Wayne Co. District, Ohio
R. R. Kraybill, Elizabethtown, Pa...
Martha M. Stoner, Pa
Rose Bank Church Waterloo, Ont
Samuel Hoover, Union, Ohio
Mastersonville S. S., Pa
Mrs. Isaac Bashore, Pa
Juniata and Mifflin Dist., Pa
H. K. Kreider Campbellstown, Pa
Hannah Baker, Ontario, Can
S. G. Engle, Philadelphia, Pa
Pleasant Hill S. S., Ohio

94.22
64.00
51.00
20.50
27.88
30.42
20.00
13.50
10.00
12.70
19.50
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
776.09
25.00
44.25
10.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
30.00
5.00
36.24
5.00
32.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
75.60

For Special Assessment Fund
J. H. Byer, Upland, Cal
6.00
Mr. Geo. Reeter, Dakota, 111]
3.00
Mrs. Amelia Retter, Dakota, 111
3.00
Miss Sophia Reeter, Dakota, 111
3.00
Mrs. Delila Kreider, Shannon, 111
3.00
Mrs. Cora Albright, Shannon, 111
3.00
A Brother, Rapho Dist., Pa
25.00
Total receipts with balance on hand $6611.16
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Expenditures from April 15, 1926 to
November 10, 1926
$1355.63
Bal. on hand November 10, 1926
$5255.53
Note:—A correction in our Visitor report
of April 15, 1926. Our stenographer omitted an offering from Markham District Ont.,
Canada, for $100.00. However this amount
was included in the total of the report.
DAYTON MISSION REPORT.
Financial Report for September and
October, 1926
Balance on hand
$ .42
Receipts
Maud Knisley, Arcanum, O., $1.00; Lila
Coon, $1.00; J. Zigler Hess, Lancaster, Pa.,
$1.00; In His Name, $14.41; Elizabeth
Thuma, Pleasant Hill O., $2.00; Clearview
S. S. Kindersley, Sask., $18.05; A Friend,
$1.00; A Sister $2.00; Ollie Bentzel, Springfield, O., $2.00; Mission Offerings $7.99.
Total $50.97.
Expenditures
Table account $13.52; phone bill, $5.50;
light, power, and gas $4.00; water $4.08;
incidentals $5.77. Total $32.87. Balance on
hand November 1, 1926, $18.10.
Poor fund balance $1.29. Aeceipts $2.20.
Expenditures $1.50. Balance on hand November 1, 1926, $1.99.
Donations were made by Ralph Herr,
Isaac Engle, Monroe Paulus, Leighton Mann,
Samuel Cassel, Nancy Cox, Nora Becker,
Henry Myers, Rozella Herr, David Hershey,
Ezra Cassel, Iva Herr, Mollie Brenaman,
Jesse Wenger, Samuel Bergers, Charles
Knisley, LaDonna Shawn, Charles Knisley.
We are very grateful to our Heavenly
Father, and to our dear brethren and sisters and kind friends for all the liberal offerings and donations they have given, that
our needs have all been so nicely supplied.
May the dear Lord greatly bless and reward you all is our sincere prayer.
We are now in the midst of our protracted
meeting, with Eld. Abner Martin of Elizabethtown, Pa., in charge.
We continue as yours for the lost of earth,
W. H. and Susie Boyer,
601 Taylor St., Dayton, O.
MECHANICSBURG, PA.
The church of Cumberland district have
elected a deacon, the choice being Bro.
Abram Pyke of New Kingston, Pa. The ordination took place November. 7 1926. Bishops Henry Hoffer and Henry Kreider officiating. May God's choice blessings rest on
the brother and sister and the church at
this place be benefited.
A SECOND TRIP INTO SOUTH DAKOTA
As you will remember, according to our
last report, it had been decided to take our
second trip to S. Dakota to leave Bro. Alvin
Burkholder in charge of the work.
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On October 12 early in the morning
(about 3:50 A. M.) Bro. Burkholder, Sr.
Mary Evans, my daughter Lily, wife and
myself started for S. D. in the mission car.
We arrived in Freeman, S. D. at 3:15 P. M.,
a distance of a little over 300 miles. God
gave us a safe journey for which we thank
Him.
Arriving at the home of Rev. J. J. Engbrecht and family, we were joyfully received and made welcome. On the same evening, Tuesday, a meeting had been announced for us at Sunnyside Chapel in Freeman which was built by Bro. Engbrecht for
our use. A large number of people were
out, about 100, and God surely blessed us in
our humble efforts.
On Wednesday eve our company was invited to an M. B. C. Church about thirteen
or fourteen miles southeast of Freeman, and
God was with us there and blessed us. On
Thursday evening we were invited to take
charge of a meeting about fourteen miles
northeast in a sehoolhouse where God again
blessed and gave us souls. • Two came to
the altar of prayer and received definite
help, and others testified to going deeper in
God. Then on Friday evening we were invited to hold an old time love feast ,the kind
and way our church holds love feasts. Thank
God! There are some who are seeking after
the old paths.

.

It was held in a union church. The meeting had been announced a few nights in advance and the church was about threefourths full. About forty or fifty took part
in the service. There were preachers there
from four different churches who took part.
As we took the Scriptures and showed from
them why we held the service in the way
we did,_God left His approval upon the
Word. The Lord helped us on the eleventh
chapter of I Corinthians from which many
received new light. While many wear the
head covering in the form of a black veil or
shawl, they do not get much teaching from
a scriptural standpoint, but wore it because
of custom. Others who did not wear it expressed themselves that they received light
and were willing to obey and walk in the
light.
As we conducted the feet washing ordinance God surely blessed and such love and
unity prevailed, it surely made our hearts
rejoice; and after the service was over it
seemed as though they were just bound together in love and lingered quite a long time
singing and praising God.
We have asked ourselves the question
why God wanted this service at this place.
We can not fully understand but God is
all-wise and we leave it in His hands and
know He is too wise to make a mistake.
In our last report we spoke of going north
to Beatle and Spring counties. A little
error was made in the number of miles reported. It read "fifteen" but should have
benn "150" miles. On Saturday morning
two car loads, the mission car and Bro.

1
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Eng'brecht with his family, started on this announced that we would meet those in work and earn any money for his support.
Spink Co. on Monday afternoon to offer our Thank God for consecrated young men who
trip.
are willing to sacrifice for the Lord!
We stopped for dinner at the Mitchell help as soon as the revival was over.
Yours for souls,
'At this meeting about thirty I judge were
Faith Home where God is doing a great
H. W. Landis.
work. This work is Interdenominational, present. Many did not come because they
P. S.—Bro. Alvin Burkholder's address is
in charge of Sister Crouch. They conduct a lived a number of miles away. Thru the
Home for children and old people, and have help of the Lord we presented our plan as Box 356, Fi-eeman, S. Dak.
a School to teach and train young people. God gave it to us, telling them of the docPASADENA CALIFORNIA
The attendance in the school numbers trine of our church and answering any
about seventy. From this place they send questions t h e y asked. Then they took a
Sunday, October 3, being our regular
out missionaries, evangelists, and Christian vote and all were in favor of our plan, and monthly Missionary Day, we had the
accepted Bro. Burkholder as their minister. pleasure of having Bro. and Sr. Dick, also
workers.
The power of God surely is in their midst. Leoda and Joseph Smith with us.
In our last report we mentioned something
concerning a revival being conducted in This meeting has continued for twelve weeks
The forenoon session was held at the MisSpink Co. The workers came from this and people came for fifty miles to this meet- sion Hall, and with the afternoon service
Faith Home. This meeting was still in pro- ing. One old man 71 years of age who was we opened our tent meeting, which was to
gress with Bro. Pearl Crouch as the evange- not saved told me he came ten miles near- begin at this time. Bro. Dick spoke at the
list, a brother of the Sr. Crouch in charge of ly every night. I saw the power of God so three services of the day, Sr. Dick also gave
the Home at Mitchell. God surely is work- . manifest with about twelve or fifteen souls a very interesting talk; their burning mesing in this revival. It is now being con- at the altar, and one young man who was re- mages warmed and inspired many hearts,
ducted in a schoolhouse and as Bro. Crouch sisting God was so shaken by the power of and we pray that much good may result
did not have a church organization back of God, so hard for about two hours while sit- from the same; for what does it profit if we
him, he was looking for a church who ting- in his seat, that his nose began to hear and do not heed, the call for Prayer,
preaches holiness to step in as soon as the bleed. Dear ones, there was some mighty workers ,and funds, that the work may go
revival ended and take charge organizing a praying done, and holding on to the throne on unhindered; I fear this is why many are
church. So he wrote to Bro. Eng'brecht and of grace! God's power is just the same as in weak spiritually, we see the need, then
Bro. Engbreeht sent the letter to us in Des the days of Finney and Wesley and as on straightway forget it, in the rush of keepMoines; and the Lord laid this field upon our the day of Pentecost, if we are willing to
ing ourselves comfortable in this world.
hearts and we made it a subject of prayer, hold on to "God and sacrifice for Him.
The tent meetings were in charge of
trying to lay plans by the direction of the
Bishop C. C. Burkholder who preached the
On
Tuesday
morning
we
left
for
Freeman
Holy Sprit. While we were at Freeman a
Gospel in all simplicity and power.
day or so before we went north, Bro. Burk- and held a meeting that night at Sunnyside
The Lord favored us with very suitable
Chapel.
During
that
service
the
announceholder, Bro. Engbreeht and myself felt we
wanted special leadings of the Spirit, and ment was made that all who were interested weather, which we felt was a direct answer
we made it a special subject of prayer. And in the work at the Sunnyside Chapel should 'to prayer, the Holy Spirit's presence was
while we were waiting before the Lord He stay after service. About twenty-four re- graciously felt in all the services of the two
mained and the request was for Bible teach- weeks meeting.
gave us Acts 20:28.
Three souls sought the Lord for pardon,
ing. So it was decided to have Bible teachWith this leading and direction from God ing four days a week, Tuesday, Wednes- and two for heart purity; however we do not
measure the extent of the good done, by
we felt led to offer those saints this plan: day, Thursday and Friday.
to leave Bro. Alvin Burkholder in company
Now I have given you a detailed report these few visible results, for many more
testified to the refreshing they had received
with Bro. Engbreeht, or any other company of the work that is before us as a church.
brethren who are filled with the Spirit and
Since the work is at Freeman and vicin- from the Lord. One lady in particular we rewhom God has called to preach, especially ity four days a week and then every Satur- call having said: "I belong to a large church
those of their own people who can preach day evening in Beatle Co. and Sunday morn- down town, but we do not get the soul food
in German, because most of these people are ing and evening in Sprink Co., (these two we need," then went on to tell how she felt
German and some of the older ones can points are about 20 miles apart.) it is quite nearer to God through the influence of our
hardly understand English and with the help an undertaking for Bro. Burkholder to make services. Others listened from their homes
of these Brethren they could have preach- this trip of 150 miles every week in this and the Lord will care for His Word so we
ing in both languages and this would meet cold and snowy country. Again through commit the results to Him.
the need as we see it.
The members of the Upland congregation
prayer we felt the only way for Bro. BurkAs we came to the service on Saturday holder to meet this need would be to have were so faithful in attending, some being
night we were welcomed by Bro. Crouch and a closed car. In consultation with those in present at every assembly also the Beulah
others who remembered us from our former that county we felt it should be a gear shift College students sang many appropriate
visit, and were asked to take part in the car, so we decided the cheapest and best songs ,we feel their help was a blessing.
The site on which the tent was pitched
services. God surely was in this place. The closed car we could get- was a Chevrolet
schoolhouse was crowded to its full capacity, car. And the Lord laid it on our hearts was given for use, free of charge by a
even all standing room was taken up, and ' that Iowa would raise $250 toward this car Christian lady nearby, she did all within her
windows and doors full on the outside. And which is the immediate need, and before I power to make everything pleasant for all,
thank God, the altar was full of those pray- left home on October 28 this was in sight we pray God's special blessing for her.
Sr. Minter from Upland spent a couple of
ing and seeking God with their whole heart, and was to be sent to Bro. Burkholder on
days with us, and helped with the visiting
and getting thru to victory.
November 3.
Bro. Crouch asked us to take charge of
Now as you see this great need in Church near the meeting place.
We might yet add that notice has been
the Sunday morning service, and again the , Extension work, I am sure you are ready to
house was crowded as well as the altar.
help with your prayers and donations as given to the effect that Mission Hall we now
On Sunday night we visited Beatle Co. the Lord directs you. The car costs about hold our services in must be vacated; we are
and God gave us souls. Three sought the $750. Then Bro. Burkholder is there in the looking to the Lord for His will ,that it may
Lord, and an opening was offered to us there work with no promise of support but the be worked out. We feel a deep need of the
to hold services in this county on every Lord and all his time is so taken up in the earnest prayer of the brotherhood especial—Cor,
Saturday evening. And on Sunday it was work that he will hardly have any time to ly at this time.
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EVANGELICAL
I'M IN DEBT.

THE WINTER IS COME
Now the winter has come with its cold,
chilling blast,
And the verdure has dropped from the
trees;
All nature seems touched by the finger of
death,
And the streams are beginning to freeze.
When the playful young lads o'er the river
may glide,
When flora attends us no more;
When in plenty you sit by a good fireside,
Then you ought to remember the poor.
When the cold feathered snow does in
plenty descend,
And whitens the prospect around;
When the keen cutting wind from the north
does attend,
Hard chilling and freezing the ground.
When the hills and the dales are all mantled
in white
And the rivers congeal'd to the shore;
When the bright twinkling stars shall proclaim a cold night,
Don't forget to remember the poor.
When the poor, harmless hare may be traced to the wood,
By her footsteps indented in snow;
When the lips and the fingers are all starting in blood,
And the marksmen a' fowl-shooting go;
When the poor robin red-breast approaches
the cot,
And the icicles hang at the door;
When the board smokes with something
reviving and hot,
That's the time to remember the poor.
When a thaw shall ensue, and the waters
increase,
And the rivers all insolent grow;
When the fisher's from prison obtain a release;
When in danger the travellers go;
When the meadows are hid by a proud
swelling flood,
And the bridges are useful no more;
When in life you enjoy everything that is
good,
Can you murmur to think of the poor!
Soon the day will be here when the Saviour
was born;
All the world should agree with one voice,
All nations unite to salute the blest morn,
All the ends of the earth should rejoice,
Grim death is deprived of his all killing
sting,
And the grave is triumphant no more;
Saints, angels and men, hallelujah's shall
sing,
And the rich shall remember the poor.

The finest garment
stained.—Selected.

is

VISITOR

soonest

I'm in debt to ev'rybody
That I meet from day to day;
It is love that I am owing,
And it's kindness I must pay.
Yes, I owe the sad and lonely
Deeds of love and words of cheer;
It is only just my duty
To be kind and loving here.
Let me be a friend and helper,
As I go, from day to day;
Since my Father in heaven
Bids me live the Christ-like way.
—Exchange.
We would willingly have others
perfect and yet we amend not our own
faults.—Selected.

Monday, November 22, 1926

In the valley of humility we never
quarrel with God or object to His sovereignty, but on the mountain of
proud self-importance we do both.—
Selected.

DOUBTERS OF DOUBT.
(Continued from page 7.)
to us solved. Ah! and it will not hurt
us, nor hurt the truth to have some
few quesions left to be carried on
when we go hence. The unfolding
revelation of truth and its practice
will engage us through the eternities.
Here are the things hid with Christ
in God; here are the great discoveries of our immortality. All doubt
that this shall be our lot, I will forever doubt!—The Bible Champion.

OtJlt N E W CATALOG
Our new'catalogue has recently been mailed out,
and no doubt all of our readers have received their
copy before this time.
WHAT IT CONTAINS
In it you will find a specially fine assortment of
books for the boys and girls—a large variety of Bible Story Books—a Bible selection in which every requirement can be met—Fountain Pens, the wellknown Sheaffer line, including "Lifetimes"—beautiful wall mottos of various kinds—our new Personal
Stationery—S. S. Requisitions of all kinds, including
Cradle Roll Supplies, Attendance Helps, Blackboards,
Maps, etc. On Bibles we give liberal discounts from
Publishers' prices, as you will find explained on page
19; and on orders sent before December 1-, a special
discount is also given as explained on page 1.
PLEASE READ IT.
We solicit a careful perusal of this catalogue.
Please do not discard it as a worthless piece of "advertising"—it has* cost us much in time, effort, and
money; and it is a valuable directory of supplies in
which you are interested.
PATRONAGE SOLICITED
A liberal patronage of our catalogue will be appreciated. Use it as your guide in selecting the purchaser you will make in the next few weeks. "Patroniz2 the Publishing House." Your every order will
be appreciated and will have our careful attention.
Thank you.
E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana

